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Introduction
To set up an M68HC08 timer module in C language, a few C functions are
required to set up prescaler, action, and channel control bits. This engineering
bulletin describes how these program functions are called to achieve timer
initialization and proper operation. The timer in the MC68HC908AB32 will be
used to toggle PTE2’s logical state at every 20 counts of the PTD6 external
clock stimulus input.

Interrupt Service Routine
In the following interrupt service routine (ISR), Channel_Var_Temp is used as
temporary variable to load the output compare channel 0 match register which
adds an offset of 20 and preloads the next match value to arm the next event.
The MCU is running in monitor mode at 4.9 MHz crystal and 1.225 MHz bus
speed, and has plenty of time to service the output compare interrupt within
20 external clock pulses provided at 32 kHz. After loading the output compare
channel 0 register, the ISR clears the channel 0 flag to prepare for a new match
event. The ISR is executed every time the output compare channel 0 match
register value matches the timer counter register value. The ISR vector is
fetched at every match event, and PTE2 toggles its logical value automatically.
See the code below.
void
interrupt Timer1_ISR_OC0(void)
{
int unsigned Channel_Var_Temp;
Channel_Var_Temp=T1CH0;
Channel_Var_Temp= Channel_Var_Temp+20; //Add 20 count match event
T1CH0= Channel_Var_Temp; // Load new value
CH0F_1=0; // Clear timer flag.
}
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Main Program
At the start of the main program, two functions are called from within
Init_Timer_Port() to initialize the timer. A while statement is used to
generate a run always loop.
void main(void)
{//Start of main
DDRB=0xff;
// configure PORTB as outputs.
DDRD=0xff;
// configure PORTD as outputs.
Init_Timer_Port();
// Invoke init routine
EnableInterrupts;
while(1)// run for ever.
{
}// end of while
}// end of main

TIMER_Init_ICOC(OC,channel_1,toggle) configures the timer module
to enable the PTE2 as an output compare and sets the pin action to toggle.
With #define, the strings channel_1 and toggle are defined as 1.
The TIMER_General_Init(ON,channel_1,external_clock,ON)
routine turns on the timer and enables the timer clock to be used externally
through port pin PTD6. It does this by writing the prescaler bits by passing
external_clock a string defined to a value of 7. It also enables interrupts for
timer channel 0 which is controlling PTE2. These steps are sufficient to initialize
the timer which will allow the timer to demonstrate an output compare
operation.
void init_port(void)
{//Start of init
TIMER_Init_ICOC(OC,channel_1,toggle);//Function,Channel number,action
TIMER_General_Init(ON,channel_1,external_clock,ON); // Timer ON,
}// end of init

Timer Init Routine
The function call on TIMER_Init_ICOC(OC,channel_1,toggle) has
three parameters. The first one selects an output compare or an input capture.
The second parameter provides a way to specify which timer channel. For
example, if a value of 1 is passed to the second parameter, channel 0 is
selected. The value of 0 is left to disable all channels. The example below gives
the corresponding channel numbers and parameter 2 values.
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Timer Init Routine

Timer pin
PT0
PT1
PT2
PT3
PT4
PT5
PT6
PT7
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

channel
timer
timer
timer
timer
timer
timer
timer
timer

channel_1
channel_2
channel_3
channel_4
channel_5
channel_6
channel_7
channel_8

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

parameter needed
channel_1
channel_2
channel_3
channel_4
channel_5
channel_6
channel_7
channel_8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

definitions for prescaler values, where the input clock to the
timer counter which is derived from the core bus speed divided
by the prescaler settings.
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

div_by_one
div_by_two
div_by_four
div_by_eight
div_by_sixteen
div_by_thirtytwo
div_by_sixtyfour
external_clock

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

#define buffered
1
#define unbuffered 0

The third parameter allows the user to set the pin action. When a string toggle
which is defined as a 1 is passed to the third parameter, the action toggle is
selected. The strings rise and fall with defined values 2 and 3 can be used to
make the pin rise or fall (as shown below).
ACTION TAKEN AT
Output compare
nothing
toggle
fall
rise
#define
#define
#define
#define
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nothing
toggle
fall
rise

Parameter
Disconnect
toggle
fall
rise
0
1
2
3
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Timer Initialize Routine
TIMER_Init_ICOC(char IC_OC,char Chan_Numb,char
EDGE_ACTION) routine code checks for an IC or OC string to be provided. In
this exercise, an output compare is used. As soon as the OC condition is met,
Buffer_Flag is used by an if statement to set a buffered or unbuffered output
compare. A switch statement is used to choose the channel value provided in
Chan_Numb which is passed by a channel 1 string, which is defined with a
value of 1 (in the example below) when the function is called by the main
program. As shown in the example below, a 1 is required for the case code 1
statement to be executed. Setting the pin action condition to toggle by defining
the string toggle to a value of 1 and through an if statement configures the
appropriate edge configuration ELSXA bits.
void TIMER_Init_ICOC (char IC_OC,char Chan_Numb,char EDGE_ACTION,char
Buffer_Flag)
{
if(IC_OC==OC)
{
switch(Chan_Numb)
{
case nothing:
break;
case channel 1:// T1SC0
if( Buffer_Flag==Buffered)
MS0A_1=1; MS0B_1=1; //Configured as buffered
MS0A_1=0; MS0B_1=1; //Configured as unbuffered
if( EDGE_ACTION==nothing) /* Pin under port control*/
{
ELS0A_1=0;ELS0B_1=0;
}
if( EDGE_ACTION==toggle) /*config to toggle*/
{
ELS0A_1=1;ELS0B_1=0;
}
if( EDGE_ACTION==fall) /* config to fall */
{
ELS0A_1=0;ELS0B_1=1;
}
if( EDGE_ACTION==rise) /*config to rise */
{
ELS0A_1=1;ELS0B_1=1;
}
break;
}// end of if(IC_OC==OC)
}
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Output Seen on PTE2

Output Seen on PTE2
Channel 1 of Figure 1 shows a 32 kHz 50% duty cycle signal generated by
another development board. The 32 kHz frequency is then fed into PTD6 on
the MC68HC908AB32. At initialization, the prescaler bits for the TIM08 module
are set to a value of 1 to enable external timer count clocking. At 32 kHz, the
period is 29 µs. If a value of 20 is added to the output compare value during the
interrupt service routine, then a match should occur at every 580 µs.
As seen in Figure 1, channel 3 displays a delta change of 578 µs. Delta time
shown from one output compare match event to the next is determined by the
value loaded to the timer compare register in the ISR. Figure 1 also shows that
it takes 20 timer clock rising edges to the next timer match event.

Figure 1. PTE2 Timer Response
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